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The Collection

Available Colors

BamDeck Tile Composite Deck Tiles 12”L x 12”W x 0.94”H - 12 sqft/box

SLATE CHARCOAL COFFEE CARAMEL
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Installation
IMPORTANT: Pre-Installation Guidelines

Note: No warranty, item sold as is. For the most up-to-date information, please visit our website at  
CaliBamboo.com

Installation Guidelines
The following information provided by Cali Bamboo is intended to serve as 
a reference guide only. Please carefully read Cali Bamboo’s installation, 
maintenance, and warranty documentation prior to installation.

Safety
Always protect yourself when operating power tools. Cali Bamboo 
recommends but is not limited to the following safety equipment: Gloves, 
eye protection, long sleeves, pants, closed toe shoes/boots and respiratory 
protection.

Tools Needed
To install your BamDeck composite decking tiles, you’ll need standard 
woodworking tools as well as a motorized saw such as a circular, miter or 
table saw. When using a motorized saw it is recommended to use a carbide 
tipped blade. If any round cuts are needed a jig saw is recommended. A hand 
saw can be used but will slow down the overall install.

Prior to Installation
Before installing the deck tiles, make sure your surface is clean, smooth, flat 
(less than 2% grade) structurally sound and water should run away from the 
deck. It is always recommended to check with local building codes before 
installing any kind of decking material. If you are not installing the deck tiles 
right away make sure to store the product in a clean, flat, dry place.

Ensure all doorways and gates safeluy clear the height of a deck tile.

Measure the area to ensure that the final row of tiles will be at least 3” wide.

Laying Tiles 
Start laying the tiles in rows and make sure they fully snap together on all 
four sides. If you’re creating a pattern, it’s a good idea to take a step back 
from time to time and chec your progress.

Removing Tiles
If you have to remove a tile, simply grip it at the locking mechanism and lift up 
while holding down the surrounding tiles. 

Fixing Disengaged Tiles
If for any reason one of the panels detaches from the black base, do not try 
to force it back together as this can damage the prongs on the base. Instead, 
carefully insert a flat-head screwdriver into the locking mechanism on the 
underside of the detached panel and bend the prong gently inward on both 
sides while simultaneously applying pressure until it snaps back in place. 

Trimming Tiles 
You can use a hand saw if a tile needs to be trimmed, but a motorized 
circular, chop, or jig saw with a carbide tipped blade works best. When 
cutting, remember that tiles cannot be less than 3 inches wide -- or the width 
of one panel.  For curved or shaped cuts, it’s a good idea to use a piece of 
cardboard as a guide.

Care & Maintenance 
It’s a good idea in general to try and keep your tiles free of debris and not 
drag heavy objects across them. For other care and maintenance follow 
the same tips recommended for BamDeck composite decking found at 
calibamboo.com. Remember to hold onto any extra tiles you didn’t use, just in 
case you ever need a replacement. 


